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## Meeting agenda  
approx 90 mins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Member updates</td>
<td>15 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch video</td>
<td>8 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More context</td>
<td>5 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icebreaker</td>
<td>10 mins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Activities

- **Activity 1**: Discuss strategies to overcome performance bias  
  - Duration: 15 mins
- **Activity 2**: Plan to share out recent achievements  
  - Duration: 25 mins

### One Action

- Duration: 3 mins

---

**For Circles with only 60 mins, here are suggestions to shorten this agenda:**

- Encourage members to watch the video in advance
- Spend 5 mins on member updates

---

The stock photography used in this guide is courtesy of Getty Images.
**Getting started**

**Member updates**

| 2 mins or less per member | 15-20 mins depending on group size |

Go around your Circle and share personal updates. As a general rule, personal updates should be brief and focus on big changes and important decisions in your life. (It’s OK not to have one every month!) If you have a One Action update, share that with your Circle.

**Watch video** 8 mins

“Over the years there have been many instances when I have not been given the opportunity that I felt I deserved, because I am a woman in a client-facing industry. At first I questioned myself and thought maybe I didn’t deserve these opportunities. But then I tackled the conversation head on and talked to my managers directly. I asked them directly for opportunities and helped them understand that I have the good skills required for success.”

Sangita Marda Agarwal, co-founder, communications firm, Lean In Network Leader, India (she/her)
Read the information below aloud to your Circle so that everyone starts the meeting with a shared sense of purpose:

Why are we here today?

- In our video How to get the recognition you deserve, you saw that performance bias is the name for an incredibly common bias women face across many cultures. It’s the false belief that men are more intelligent, more talented, and more naturally suited to achieve and lead than women.

- Unfairly, Asian women often have to work even harder to prove their abilities.¹ Due to stereotypes about Asian women as the “model minority,” colleagues can assume you’re highly skilled in technical areas, regardless of your actual skill set² Yet Asian women are often typecast as “not leadership material,” even when their qualifications are as good as their white counterparts.³ Nearly a quarter of Asian women say that they’ve had their judgment questioned at work and a quarter of Asian women have had someone else take credit for their ideas.

- Despite this, Asian women have a strong desire to succeed and lead at work.
  - Asian women are more likely than women of any other race to say that they want to be top executives: 42% of Asian women want top jobs, versus just 31% of women overall.
  - And 86% of Asian women say they want to get promoted to the next level, compared to 76% of women overall.

- For Asian women to have a fair chance, we need systemic change. But even without systemic change, research shows that there are ways you can get the recognition you deserve without having to work twice as hard.

- This meeting will help you put this research into practice in your own working life.
Go around the room and have everyone answer this question:

- Can you think of any recent achievements that you would like to get more recognition or credit for? Share one of them with the group (1 minute or less per member).

“I was promoted last year. Months beforehand, I told my manager that I’d like to go for the next step in my career. After that, I found opportunities to prove myself, advocate for myself. I was intentional about growing new skills. And because of that, I had more opportunities to lead projects and join leadership meetings. Then, right before my performance review conversation, I sent an email to my manager and really advocated for myself, my achievements, and my progress.”

Di Hu, VP, education administration, Lean In Network Leader, Washington, DC, USA (she/her)
Discuss strategies to overcome performance bias

We can face performance bias in many contexts: when we’re passed over for a promotion, when we receive an unfair performance review, or when colleagues mansplain to us or question our judgment in areas we know well. So it’s a good idea to think about what strategies you’ll use to combat performance bias when it happens—and protect yourself against it by building a reputation for excellence.

Below is Lean In’s list of tips for reducing the impact of performance bias on your career. Read the key takeaways below and discuss as a group:

- Which of these strategies do you think will be most effective in your workplace?
- Nearly a quarter of Asian women say that they’ve had their judgment questioned at work and a quarter of Asian women have had someone else take credit for their ideas. What additional strategies have helped you, as an Asian woman, get the recognition you deserve?

Key takeaways from video

1. If you doubt your own abilities, take steps to build your confidence.
   - Remind yourself that lacking confidence is not a reflection of your abilities. Understand that you might lack confidence because of sexist or discriminatory messages you’ve received.
   - Review evidence of your strengths to build your confidence back up.
   - Prepare as much as you can in advance for meetings, public speaking, or difficult conversations.
   - Refuse to let insecurity hold you back and choose to act anyway. Taking a small step can lead to bigger things.

Continue activity on next page
2. When someone questions your competence, push back strategically.
   ● Ask specific follow-up questions. This can help the person recognize that their assumptions might be wrong.
   ● Be prepared ahead of time. Regularly review evidence of your skills and achievements so you have them top of mind.

3. Take proactive steps to make it more likely your work will be recognized.
   ● Align with your manager on what strong performance looks like in your role.
   ● Talk to your manager about your performance on a regular basis.
   ● Look for opportunities to share the impact of your work with colleagues.
   ● Build relationships with colleagues who can advocate for you. (To learn more about building these relationships, we encourage you to watch our How to find sponsors who’ll accelerate your career video and do the activities in the discussion guide).
Activity 2  

1. Plan to share out recent achievements  

- Spend a few minutes writing a longer list of recent work-related achievements that you did not get full recognition or credit for (e.g., a recently completed project, a client meeting that went well, a higher-than-usual metric).

- Go around the room and have each Circle member read their list.
  - After each list is shared, the group should weigh in on which achievements they admire most.

- Then, write out some notes of how you would communicate one of the achievements to your manager, supervisor, client, or team.

- In writing your notes, think about these questions:
  - How did the achievement impact your organization and advance its mission?
  - Which other team members can you praise for their contributions?
    - List their names and contributions to help you get a clear picture of who did what.
    - Note: Research suggests that it’s important for women to celebrate their colleagues and talk about shared goals whenever they promote their own achievements. This is because it can help to defuse sexist backlash that can sometimes crop up when women talk about their own accomplishments.
  - If it makes sense after sharing your achievement with a manager or supervisor, you may want to follow up with a question like, "How high would your rate this achievement in terms of priority for this role?" or "Would you say this achievement aligns with your biggest priorities for me in this role?" That can help keep you and your manager aligned on your path to success.

2. Discuss as a group  

Go around the room and share your message or announcement. Celebrate each person for what they’ve accomplished.
One Action 3 mins

- Think about one concrete action (big or small) you’ll do to step outside your comfort zone or try something new in the next 30 days.
- You might want to commit to sharing out an achievement you’d like more recognition for, as you planned today in Activity 2.
- When you meet next time, you can check in on each other’s progress.

Congratulations on a great meeting!

Endnotes
